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Abstract: In order to clarify the spatial differentiations of highway slope disasters (HSDs) in Boshan District, spatial 9 

prediction was carried out based on ECG-CNN with the support of GIS. Spatial prediction factors of HSDs were selected, 10 

the stabilities of the 147 highway slopes in Boshan District were determined. The spatial prediction model of HSDs was 11 

established by ECG-CNN, and the spatial susceptibility map of HSDs in Boshan District was drawn. Influences of the 12 

prediction factor combinations and the drill sample & verification sample combinations on the prediction success rates 13 

were verified. The results showed that low susceptible areas, medium susceptible areas and high susceptible areas 14 

account for 56.92%, 28.46% and 14.62% of the total areas of Boshan District respectively. Some sections of Binlai 15 

Expressway, G205, G309, S210 and S307 pass through high susceptible areas. The surface cutting depth has a small 16 

impact on the prediction success rate, while the elevation and gradient have great impacts on the prediction success rate. 17 

When the drill samples are small, network drill’s maturity has a great impact on the prediction success rate, while when 18 

there are many drill samples, the model’s logical structure itself has a large impact on the prediction success rate. 19 

Keywords: Highway slope disaster (HSD); ECG-CNN; prediction factor; prediction success rate. 20 

1 Introduction 21 

 Highway slope disasters (HSDs) include collapse, landslide, debris flow and slope erosion that often occur on 22 

natural or artificial slopes along highways to damage subgrade, pavement, bridges, tunnels and other structures [1]. The 23 

prevention and control of HSDs can improve the disaster resistance of highway network and accelerate the construction 24 

of “traffic power” [2]. Spatial prediction is the prerequisite for disaster monitoring and early warning based on the fusion 25 

of diverse and heterogeneous geographic, geological and hydrological information, which is of great significance to 26 

reduce economic losses and casualties [3-6]. Traditional spatial prediction models of HSDs include statistical prediction 27 

models (information quantity method, Logistic regression method, Kalman filter method, etc.) and pattern recognition 28 

models (Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), decision tree, etc.) [7-12]. Among them, 29 

ANN is widely used, however, shallow networks have problems such as local optimization, overfitting, low learning 30 

efficiency and slope diffusion, which decrease the accuracies of the prediction results to a certain degree [13,14]. 31 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based on the neurocognitive machine model is a type of feed-forward neural 32 

network that includes convolutional calculations and has a deep structure [15]. As a way to overcome the shortcomings 33 

of traditional shallow networks, it has been widely used in image classification, facial recognition, audio retrieval, target 34 

location detection and other fields [16]. For instance, in order to further improve the accuracies of pavement disease 35 

statistics using two-dimensional images, Sha et al. [17] used CNN to carry out pavement disease recognition and 36 

measurement based on image classification. Zhang et al. [18] proposed a cucumber disease leaf segmentation method 37 

based on Multi-Scale Fusion Convolutional Neural Networks (MSF-CNNs), which were composed of coding networks 38 

(ENs) and decoding networks (DNs). In recent years, with the advancements of deep learning and intelligent computing 39 

researches, some scholars have introduced CNN into disaster spatial prediction. For example, Shu et al. [19] designed an 40 

automatic identification system for HSDs based on CNN, the system was developed in Caffe open source environment, 41 

integrated with the AlexNet and GoogleNet and used a large amount of highway slope data to complete the model 42 

training. Bragagnolo et al. [20] took the r.landslide database as the research object, carried out landslide susceptibility 43 

assessment based on CNN and compared the assessment results with the data published by the Brazilian Geological 44 

Survey Bureau (BGSB) to verify the accuracy of the CNN model. Wu et al. [21] used the Synthetic Minority 45 

Oversampling Technology (SMOTE) to establish the drill samples and conducted landslide susceptibility mapping (LSM) 46 



in Wanzhou District, Chongqing City based on CNN. Due to the short history of CNN used in disaster spatial prediction, 47 

only a few classic derivative networks (e.g., AlexNet, VGG16, GoogleNet and ResNet) have been verified for their 48 

prediction effects [22]. In contrast, researches on the use of ECG-CNN and other networks to carry out disaster spatial 49 

predictions have not been reported. 50 

Boshan, a district in Zibo City, is located in the northern part of mountain areas of central Shandong Province. Due 51 

to the serious surface erosion and growth of gullies, the rapid development of highway construction has produced many 52 

unprotected highway slopes [23]. Combined with the severe weathering and intensification of human engineering 53 

activities, HSDs occur frequently, causing serious personal injuries and economic losses. For example, on August 3, 54 

2015, a rockfall disaster occurred on a slope of X236, and two people were injured; on August 23, 2016, the 55 

Xiejiadian-Shiquan Highway suffered from a landslide disaster due to continuous rainfall, causing the highway to erode 56 

for more than 40 days [24]. The spatial prediction of HSDs in Boshan District, which is based on the ECG-CNN network, 57 

is to adopt the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) method to explain the network structure with the highest 58 

prediction success rate, draw the susceptibility map based on GIS and verify the influences of the prediction factor 59 

combinations and the drill sample & verification sample combinations on the prediction success rate. The aim is to 60 

provide a theoretical basis for improving highway disaster resistance and regional disaster prevention and mitigation 61 

capabilities. 62 

2 Investigation of HSDs in Boshan District 63 

2.1 Disaster overview 64 

As of the end of 2020, the highway mileage of Boshan District reached 982.37km, including one expressway, two 65 

national highways and four provincial highways, the highway density was 143.26km/100km
2
 [25]. HSDs in Boshan 66 

District are characterized by rockfall, slope erosion and slope instability. Among them, rockfalls often occur on anti-dip 67 

layered and loose broken slopes with high weathering degrees, which vary in scales and often occur suddenly. They are 68 

easy to trigger the destruction of pavement, subgrade and security facilities. Cut slopes are prone to erosion and damages 69 

due to precipitation, resulting in slope soil erosion, formation of slope gullies, slope toe erosion, road shoulder gaps, etc. 70 

The unreasonable excavation of highway slopes will destroy the natural environment’s original stability and cause slope 71 

instabilities, such as avalanche, landslide and collapse, with collapse being the most common [26]. 72 

2.2 Disaster investigation results 73 

HSDs are the results of the factors of disaster-pregnant environment exceeding certain thresholds. The primary task 74 

of disaster spatial prediction is to analyze the intensities, frequencies and densities of disasters in different regions, that is, 75 

to analyze the impacts of the prediction factor combinations on the probabilities and scales of disasters [27]. A 76 

comprehensive investigation of 147 highway slopes was conducted in Boshan District from October 2 to 7, 2020. The 77 

investigation results showed that the total areas of the 147 highway slopes was about 1.231km
2
, the largest slope area 78 

was 0.11km
2
, and the smallest slope area was 45m

2
. There were 27 highway slopes with an area of more than 1,000m

2
. 79 

Among the 147 highway slopes, 64 slopes are currently in a stable state, and 83 slopes are in an unstable state. The 80 

distribution of the 147 highway slopes is shown in Table 1, and some representative highway slopes are shown in Figure 81 

1. 82 

Table 1 Distribution of the highway slopes 83 

Highway 
Number of slopes 

Highway 
Number of slopes 

Stable slope Unstable slope Total Stable slope Unstable slope Total 

Binlai 

Expressway 
5 3 8 

Xiejiadian-Shiquan 

Highway 
3 8 11 

G205 1 4 5 S307 3 5 8 

G309 4 7 11 X108 10 16 26 

S101 7 6 13 X236 9 10 19 

S105 3 5 8 X302 9 5 14 

S210 6 6 12 X306 4 8 12 



A slope along Xiejiadian-Shiquan Highway A slope along S101

       A slope along X302                                A slope along X236

             A slope along S307

       A slope along X302

                     A slope along G205

                                      A slope along X236

Boshan District

 84 
Figure 1 Representative highway slopes 85 

2.3 Disaster prediction factors 86 

According to the interaction mechanism of HSDs with the disaster-pregnant environment in the process of 87 

incubation, evolution and outbreak, the prediction factors of HSDs include topographic and geomorphic factors 88 

(elevation, gradient, surface cutting depth, surface cutting density), vegetation factor (NDVI, Normalized Difference 89 

Vegetation Index), hydrological factor (distance from river) and geotechnical factor (lithology) [28]. Although 90 

precipitation factors such as the average annual precipitation and average annual rainstorm days have significant impacts 91 

on the occurrences of HSDs [29], such factors are evenly distributed in Boshan District and have little effect on revealing 92 

the spatial differentiations of HSDs. Therefore, precipitation factors are not considered in the spatial prediction of HSDs 93 

in Boshan District. 94 

1) Topographic and geomorphic factors 95 

Elevation and gradient are the basic topographic and geomorphic factors, which play essential roles in HSDs. The 96 

elevations of the 147 highway slopes in Boshan District are between 162.5m and 497.3m, and the gradients are between 97 

25° and 90°. Surface cutting depth and surface cutting density are important indicators to characterize the degree of 98 

surface fragmentation. Surface cutting depth is usually measured by the relative height difference of a particular 99 

catchment area, while surface cutting density is generally measured by the total length of the gullies above a certain level 100 

in a particular catchment area [30]. The method proposed by Jia et al. [31] was adopted to calculate the surface cutting 101 

depths and surface cutting densities of the 147 highway slopes. The results show that the surface cutting depths are 102 

between 9.1m and 75.2m, and the surface cutting densities are between 0km/km
2 

and 0.327km/km
2
. 103 

2) Vegetation factor 104 

Vegetation roots can fix loose rocks and soils. Areas with high vegetation coverage are able to withstand 105 

weathering and reduce risks of HSDs [32,33]. NDVI is a normalized vegetation index, which can be used to reflect 106 

vegetation growth condition and spatial distribution density. The minimum value of NDVI for the 147 highway slopes is 107 

-0.649, and the maximum value is 0.854. 108 

3) Hydrological factor 109 

 The closer the highway slope to the river, the higher the water content of rock and soil, the stronger the erosion, and 110 

the higher the probabilities of HSDs [34]. The minimum distance of the 147 highway slopes from river is 5m, and the 111 



maximum is 1,090m. 112 

4) Geotechnical factor 113 

 Lithology provides material basis for HSDs and is one of the controlling factors of HSDs [35]. Lithology in Boshan 114 

District includes hard rock, sub-hard rock, soft rock, gravel soil, cohesive soil, sandy soil, silty soil and loess soil. 115 

Due to the different dimensions of the prediction factors and the large differences in the data ranges, data 116 

normalization proposed by Yin et al. [2,6] was conducted before disaster spatial prediction. The details will not be 117 

repeated here. 118 

3 Spatial prediction models of HSDs in Boshan District 119 

3.1 Building of the prediction models 120 

1) Structural design of the prediction models 121 

 ECG (Electrocardiogram) is a widely used clinical diagnostic feature of cardiovascular system diseases [36]. To 122 

realize the computer-aided diagnosis for cardiovascular system diseases, Zhu proposed the ECG-CNN network, which 123 

consisted of an input layer, a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, a fully connected layer and an output layer. The 124 

convolutional layer and pooling layer generally appear in pairs and can be taken several pairs [37]. The ECG-CNN 125 

network was introduced into the spatial prediction of HSDs in Boshan District. The factors that have significant impacts 126 

on the prediction success rates are the network structure depth (the number of convolutional layers and pooling layers), 127 

the number of convolutional kernels and the number of fully connected layers [38,39]. To verify the prediction success 128 

rates of different network structures, four levels of the above three factors were selected for orthogonal experimental 129 

design, and 16 ECG-CNN network structures were generated. Each network structure was calculated based on the 147 130 

highway slope data, and the four levels selected for each factor are as follows: 131 

(1) The network structure depth: [first level, second level, third level, fourth level]=[1, 2, 3, 4]; 132 

(2) The number of convolutional kernels: [first level, second level, third level, fourth level]=[2, 4, 6, 8]; 133 

(3) The number of fully connected layers: [first level, second level, third level, fourth level]=[1, 2, 3, 4]. 134 

The three-factor, four-level orthogonal experimental design scheme of the ECG-CNN network structures is shown 135 

in Table 2. 136 

Table 2 Orthogonal experimental design scheme 137 

Serial number Network structure depth 
Number of convolutional 

kernels 

Number of fully 

connected layers 

1 1 8 4 

2 1 6 3 

3 1 4 2 

4 1 2 1 

5 2 8 3 

6 2 6 4 

7 2 4 1 

8 2 2 2 

9 3 8 2 

10 3 6 1 

11 3 4 4 

12 3 2 3 

13 4 8 1 

14 4 6 2 

15 4 4 3 

16 4 2 4 

2) Conversion of model input format 138 

The inputs of the ECG-CNN models adopt multi-lead electrocardiographic signals, which are quite different from 139 

the prediction factors of HSDs. For the sake of the conversion of data format, a line chart is available herein for model 140 



input, with the serial number of each prediction factor as the horizontal ordinate and the normalized value of each 141 

prediction factor as the vertical ordinate. For example, Figure 2 is the line chart of the prediction factors of the highway 142 

slopes #1, #2 and #3. In addition, the 147 highway slopes were coded as 0 or 1, where stable slopes were coded as 0 and 143 

unstable slopes were coded as 1. 144 
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indicates gradient, 3 indicates  

surface cutting depth, 4 indicates 

surface cutting density, 5 indicates 

NDVI, 6 indicates distance from 

river, 7 indicates lithology.

Serial numbers of prediction factors  145 
Figure 2 Line chart of the prediction factors of the highway slopes #1, #2 and #3 146 

3.2 Verification of the prediction models 147 

1) Computation process 148 

With 64 stable slopes and 21 unstable slopes being used as drill samples and the remaining 62 unstable slopes being 149 

used as verification samples, 16 ECG-CNN network structures were analyzed and computed under the following 150 

computing environment: CPU i7-6700, 8G memory, GTX1050 Ti-4G, Caffe open-source framework [40]. The following 151 

took the first structure as an example to illustrate the calculation process. The network structure included one 152 

convolutional layer C1, one pooling layer C2, and four fully connected layers F1, F2, F3 and F4. Among them, the 153 

convolutional layer C1 contained eight convolutional kernels, as shown in Figure 3. 154 

Input layer

Convolutional layer C1 

(contains 8 convolutional 

kernels)
Fully connected 

layer F2

Fully connected 

layer F1

Fully connected 

layer F3

Fully connected 

layer F1

Pooling layer

 C2

Output layer

 155 
Figure 3 The first ECG-CNN network structure 156 

 Input the line charts of the 85 drill samples into the network, performed convolutional processing in the 157 

convolutional layer, and obtained the output feature matrixes through the activation function Sigmoid. The eight 158 

convolution kernels had different weights and thresholds, and the obtained output feature matrixes were also different 159 

[41]. The operation of a single convolution kernel is shown in Equation 1. 160 

 1l l l l

j j i ix f x W b                                                 (1) 161 

 Where: l is the number of network structure layers, i is the serial number of convolutional kernels, j is the serial 162 

number of highway slopes, x
l
j is the line chart of the j-th highway slope, Wi

l
 and bi

l
 are the weight matrix and threshold 163 

matrix of the i-th convolutional kernel in the l-th layer, f(x) is the activation function, as shown in Equation 2. 164 
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                                                   (2) 165 

 C1 has eight convolutional kernels, which can obtain eight disaster features. The function of the pooling layer C2 is 166 

to aggregate and count the above features to avoid over-fitting. The pooling operation is shown in Equation 3. 167 

 1l l l

j j jx D x                                                     (3) 168 

 Where: βj
l
 is the multiplicative threshold matrix of the pooling operation, D( ) is the down-sampling function, which 169 

reduces the pooling feature matrix by 50% in both dimensions. The function of the fully connected layer is to establish 170 



the mapping relationship between the pooling aggregation features and highway slopes’ stabilities so that the outputs of 171 

the stable slopes are 0 and the outputs of the unstable slopes are 1 [17]. After completing the above drill, input the 62 line 172 

charts of the verification samples into the trained network, and output the susceptible probabilities after iterative 173 

calculation. The values were in the range of 0 to 1, where 0 meant that the disaster would not occur, and 1 meant that the 174 

disaster would occur inevitably. Set the mean square error of the prediction results of the 62 highway slopes as M0. 175 

When M0≤0.1, the model has better prediction ability. The computation method of M0 is shown in Equation 4. 176 
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                                                  (4) 177 

Where: Oj is the susceptible probability of the j-th highway slope, and Tj is the stability code of the j-th highway 178 

slope. Since the verification samples are all unstable slopes, Tj=1. Figure 4 shows the M0 corresponding to each iteration 179 

in the calculation process. When the number of iterations was less than 40, M0 fluctuated significantly. When the 180 

iteration reached 84 times, M0 dropped below 0.1, and the computation ended. 181 

M
0

Iteration times  182 
Figure 4 Relationship between the iteration times and prediction errors 183 

 2) Selection of the network 184 

Apply the ROC method to verify each network’s prediction success rate, and the prediction success rate curve of 185 

each ECG-CNN network is shown in Figure 5. 186 

Network #1: AUC=0.735

Network #2: AUC=0.864

Network #3: AUC=0.753

Network #4: AUC=0.724

Network #5: AUC=0.727

Network #6: AUC=0.893

Network #7: AUC=0.606

Network #8: AUC=0.788

Network #9: AUC=0.699

Network #10: AUC=0.796

Network #11: AUC=0.736

Network #12: AUC=0.793

Network #13: AUC=0.683

Network #14: AUC=0.853

Network #15: AUC=0.794

Network #16: AUC=0.532
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Figure 5 Prediction success rate curve of each network 188 

 Based on Figure 5, compute the prediction success rates corresponding to different network structure depths, 189 

number of convolutional kernels and number of fully connected layers, as shown in Table 3. 190 

Table 3 Orthogonal experimental analysis results 191 

 Network structure depths Number of convolutional kernels Number of fully connected layers 

First level 0.76900 0.70925 0.70225 

Second level 0.75350 0.72225 0.77325 

Third level 0.75600 0.85150 0.79450 

Fourth level 0.71550 0.71100 0.72400 

It can be seen from Table 3 that the number of convolutional kernels has the most significant impact on the 192 

prediction success rate, followed by the number of fully connected layers, and the network structure depth has the least 193 

impact. The ECG-CNN network with the highest prediction success rate is composed of one network structure depth, six 194 

convolution kernels and three fully connected layers. The network was used to establish a spatial prediction model for 195 

HSDs in Boshan District, and 83 unstable slopes were predicted, with the success rate curve being drawn. The area under 196 

the curve was calculated to be 0.912, as shown in Figure 6. 197 
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Figure 6 Prediction success rate curve 199 

According to Shu et al. [19], when AlexNet was used for HSDs’ recognition, the success rates for the four types of 200 

test sets were 73.88%, 86.50%, 87.13% and 86.38%, with an average of 83.47%; while the success rates of GoogleNet 201 

were 79.13%, 89.88%, 90.25% and 91.63%, with an average of 87.72%. According to Wu et al. [42], the accuracy rate 202 

of CNN used in evaluating landslide disaster susceptibility in Wanzhou District of the Three Gorges Reservoir was 203 

89.50%. The accuracies of these three types of networks are lower than the ECG-CNN network proposed in this study, 204 

which proves ECG-CNN’s feasibility for the spatial prediction of HSDs. 205 

4 Spatial prediction results of HSDs in Boshan District 206 

 Spatial prediction of HSDs in Boshan District was based on GIS, with the susceptible map being drawn. The 207 

available data included: 208 

(1) Digital Elevation Model (DEM) in Boshan District; 209 

(2) Digital vegetation coverage data in Boshan District; 210 

(3) Digital precipitation data in Boshan District and its surrounding areas; 211 

(4) Digital lithology data in Shandong Province. 212 

 For the spatial prediction of HSDs in Boshan District based on GIS, the normalized value distribution map of each 213 

prediction factor was drawn by setting the grid unit to 10m×10m. Load the C# language on ArcGIS Engine, and perform 214 

secondary programming development on the established prediction model. After running for about 144.5 hours, the 215 

computation of more than 6.982×10
6
 grids were completed, and the susceptible probabilities of all grids were obtained. 216 

The results show that the largest susceptible probability is 0.963, while the smallest is 0.082. 217 

 According to the regional differences of the natural landforms of Boshan District and the controlling effect of each 218 

prediction factor on the occurrence of HSDs and other disaster regionalization boundaries [43,44], the susceptible 219 



probabilities of HSDs in Boshan District were divided into low susceptible, medium susceptible and high susceptible, 220 

and the classification boundaries were: 1) Low susceptible: [0.082, 0.357); 2) Medium susceptible: [0.358, 0.691); 3) 221 

High susceptible: [0.692, 0.963]. According to the above classification method, the susceptible map of HSDs in Boshan 222 

District was drawn based on GIS, as shown in Figure 7. 223 

Susceptible map of HSDs 

in Boshan District

Scale: 1:50000

Low susceptible

Medium susceptible

High susceptible

Legend

 224 
Figure 7 Susceptible map of HSDs in Boshan District 225 

 The following conclusions can be drawn from Figure 7: 226 

 1) Low susceptible, medium susceptible and high susceptible areas account for 56.92%, 28.46% and 14.62% of the 227 

total areas of Boshan District respectively. Among the 83 unstable slopes, 3 are located in low susceptible area, 29 are 228 

located in medium susceptible area and 51 are located in high susceptible area, accounting for 3.61%, 34.94% and 61.45% 229 

of the total respectively. This indicates that the spatial prediction results of HSDs in Boshan District are reasonable and 230 

correct. 231 

 2) The susceptible probabilities of HSDs in Boshan District are gradually decreasing from north to south. Apart 232 

from the apparent regional differentiations of the combination features of prediction factors, another important reason is 233 

that the engineering construction as well as population and economic density in Boshan District, that is, the damage 234 

degree to the natural environment caused by the human engineering activities decreases from north to south [45]. 235 

3) Binlai Expressway, G205, G309, S210 and S307 contain sections that pass through high susceptible areas. 236 

Therefore, in addition to strength daily maintenance, compile emergency plans and reserve emergency supplies, disaster 237 

prevention and control measures should be taken on these sections, the main measures include: ○1  Carry out a 238 

comprehensive investigation of HSDs and establish a spatial database and attribute database; ○2  Establish a disaster 239 

monitoring, assessment, prediction and early warning system based on the Internet of Things and rainfall forecast 240 

information, with real-time dynamic display of disaster information on GIS; ○3 Carry out risk assessment of HSDs, and 241 

carry out engineering protection for HSDs with unacceptable risks based on the assessment results.  242 

5 Discussions 243 

5.1 Influences of the prediction factor combinations on the prediction success rates 244 

Reasonable selection of prediction factors is a prerequisite for improving prediction success rates of HSDs. Too few 245 

prediction factors will lead to a lack of disaster information and inaccurate prediction results. When there are too many 246 

prediction factors that are not completely independent, multicollinearity may occur, this makes it easy to fall into “curse 247 

of dimensionality” [46]. Five prediction factor combinations (including the combination in Section 2.3) were proposed to 248 

verify the influences of different combinations on the prediction success rates, as shown in Table 4. 249 

Table 4 Prediction factor combinations 250 

Serial number 
Number of prediction 

factors 
Prediction factor combination 

Prediction success 

rate 



#1  7 
Elevation, Gradient, Surface cutting depth, Surface cutting 

density, NDVI, Distance from river, Lithology 
0.912 

#2  6 
Elevation, Gradient, Surface cutting density, NDVI, 

Distance from river, Lithology 
0.907 

#3  6 
Elevation, Surface cutting depth, Surface cutting density, 

NDVI, Distance from river, Lithology 
0.601 

#4  6 
Elevation, Surface cutting depth, Surface cutting density, 

NDVI, Distance from river, Lithology 
0.596 

#5 5 
Elevation, Surface cutting depth, Surface cutting density, 

NDVI, Lithology 
0.701 

Taking the 64 stable highway slopes and 21 unstable highway slopes as drill samples, line charts of the prediction 251 

factor combinations #2 to #5 were drew and input to the selected ECG-CNN network, and the corresponding verification 252 

samples were predicted to obtain the susceptible probability of each highway slope. ROC method was used to verify the 253 

prediction results and the prediction success rate of each combination was obtained, as shown in Figure 8. 254 
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Prediction factor combination #2: AUC=0.907
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 255 
Figure 8 Prediction success rate curve of each prediction factor combination 256 

 The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 4 and Figure 8:  257 

1) The more the prediction factors, not necessarily the better. For example, the prediction success rates of the 258 

prediction factor combinations #3 and #4 (6 factors) are lower than that of the prediction factor combination #5 (5 259 

factors); 260 

2) The prediction success rate of prediction factor combination #2 is only slightly lower than that of the prediction 261 

factor combination #1, indicating that the surface cutting depth has little effect on the prediction success rate; 262 

3) The prediction success rates of the prediction factor combinations #3 and #4 are low, indicating that the elevation 263 

and gradient factors have more significant impacts on the prediction success rate. 264 

5.2 Influences of the drill sample & verification sample combinations on the prediction success rates 265 

Drill sample & verification sample combinations have great impacts on the studding abilities of ECG-CNN 266 

networks. Four sets of drill sample & verification sample combinations (including the combination in Section 3.2) were 267 

proposed to verify their prediction success rates respectively, as shown in Table 5. 268 

Table 5 Drill sample & verification sample combinations 269 

Serial number Drill samples Verification samples Prediction success rate 

#1  64 stable slopes, 21 unstable slopes 62 unstable slopes 0.912 

#2  64 stable slopes, 35 unstable slopes 48 unstable slopes 0.915 

#3  50 stable slopes, 15 unstable slopes 68 unstable slopes 0.804 

#4  40 stable slopes, 8 unstable slopes 75 unstable slopes 0.535 

Line charts of the drill sample & verification sample combinations #2 to #4 were proposed and input to the selected 270 

ECG-CNN network, the corresponding verification samples were predicted to obtain the susceptible probability of each 271 



highway slope. ROC method was used to verify the prediction results and the prediction success rate of each 272 

combination was obtained, as shown in Figure 9. 273 
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 274 

Figure 9 Prediction success rate curve of each drill sample & verification sample combination 275 

 The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 5 and Figure 9: 276 

1) When the drill samples increase, the prediction success rate increases, but the magnitude is not large, indicating 277 

that the network drill has matured at this time, and the prediction error is caused by the limitation of the model’s logical 278 

structure itself; 279 

2) When the drill samples decrease, the prediction success rate decreases significantly, indicating that network 280 

drill’s maturity has a larger impact on the prediction success rate. 281 

6 Conclusions 282 

1) Spatial prediction factors of HSDs were selected and spatial prediction models were built on the basis of 283 

ECG-CNN in Boshan District. Susceptible map of HSDs in Boshan District was plotted on the basis of GIS. The results 284 

show that low susceptible areas, medium susceptible areas and high susceptible areas account for 56.92%, 28.46% and 285 

14.62% of the total areas of Boshan District respectively. Some sections of Binlai Expressway, G205, G309, S210 and 286 

S307 pass through high susceptible areas. 287 

2) Influences of the prediction factor combinations and the drill sample & verification sample combinations on the 288 

prediction success rates were verified. The results show that the surface cutting depth has a small impact on the 289 

prediction success rate, while the elevation and gradient have great impacts on the prediction success rate. When the drill 290 

samples are small, network drill’s maturity has a great impact on the prediction success rate, while when there are many 291 

drill samples, the model’s logical structure itself has a large impact on the prediction success rate. 292 
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